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Description
Cloned from https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1738894

Description of problem:
RFE BZ#1559006 introduced some extra RHV options for Storage. e.g.: "Preallocate disk", "Wipe disk after delete", "disk interface"

It is possible that these params can be simply passed as key=value inside cr_attributes, however it would be good to document them (show them in help)

Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):
6.6.0 snap 14

Steps to Reproduce:
1. navigate to Create new host page, use RHEV compute resource and at virtual machine tab, choose custom template. then observe all the options for "Storage"
2. Try to set these as parameters using hammer

Associated revisions
Revision ada8437a - 08/22/2019 12:24 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
Fixes #27554 - Additional compute resource attrs for oVirt (#440)

History
#1 - 08/08/2019 03:02 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Triaged changed from No to Yes
- Assignee set to Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Category changed from Other commands to Compute resources
- Subject changed from implement additional compute resource attributes for RHV provisioning to Implement additional compute resource attributes for RHV provisioning

#2 - 08/12/2019 02:12 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/427 added

#3 - 08/22/2019 12:07 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Assigned
- Pull request deleted (https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/427)
#4 - 08/22/2019 12:17 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/440 added

#5 - 08/22/2019 12:24 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-foreman-0.19.0 added

#6 - 08/22/2019 01:01 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
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